
WOMEN INTERNATIONAL.NET (WIN)  

They say investing is a MAN's World, what if it wasn't? Let us Show You How! 

“WE WIN” PROJECT SCOPE 

WomenInternational.Net (WIN) is an online business incubator for job creation, education. 

alternative media, e-vents, global marketplace & a fundraising community (Uber of Fundraising) 

portal. WIN intends to create a platform for millions of women to receive & give the skills needed in 

order to fund, mentor, and invest in the future of women, women owned businesses, & our Mother 

Earth by connecting global World Peace Centers that support funding for Women.Fund to invest in 

a social change network for women donors, Womens.Directory, & Social Investment Society (SIS, 

LLC), a global coop of nonprofits & for-profits changing the world, giving transparency & results via 

our global crowdfunding & investing platform, WomenInvestmentClub.com. Creation of this multi-

faceted, global online "blockchain" accelerator gives women around the world the ability to support 

each other in co-creating a new shared economy via "WIN coin" digital currency & loyalty program.  

The Problem 

COLLABORATION. Giving Women a Voice: helping them create jobs & a new shared economy; 

empowering them to make a difference in their own communities; creating World Peace Centers where 

they can come together in circles for mentoring & education. Providing them a marketplace through 

which to buy & sell their products & services. Creating a global funding portal for economic 

development. Creating a robust, media portal to reach the masses. Giving their voices to the masses & 

support of their efforts of solidarity. The Indigenous People know that there is a crisis, & that there is a 

need a to get their word out to the world to help preserve & protect the planet. The Dakota Pipeline is 

evidence. Humans are so busy working to put food on the table & just survive that they may not 

understand the big picture. There needs to be an alternative to FOX News, a media buzz & global 

education campaign for the people & by the people. Starting with business & job creation for Women 

Empowerment so that women can teach their children & communities by creating an OPEN SOURCE, 

DECENTRALIZED media platform that sends the message that women's opinions & voices are valuable. 

Proposed Solution 

WOMEN STANDING TOGETHER. Monitoring the money chain via a digital currency that can tract 

where the money is being spent. Following the money is always a great way to monitor results. We are 

creating a way to do that via a digital currency backed by natural resources, the value of which is based 

upon preservation of Peace.  A Global media campaign is needed to educate & make people aware of 

ways to empower women. Job creation through training a global coop-based networking of businesses 

that allow the masses to become self-sufficient advocates for social welfare, & other such community 

development initiatives for social justice & awareness is the goal. Gathering in WIN Coin Abundance 

Conferences, Crypto Investment Club Circles, and in WorldPeaceProductions.org global World Peace 

Media Centers shall help women to collaborate & work together. Through these media-driven events, WE 

intend to create a legacy of crypto and WIN Coin training videos, films, documentaries, TV shows, 

magazines, newsletters, etc., to document the entire process to be used now & in the future to "show" vs. 

"tell" humanity how to come together & economically empower themselves and each other, while making 

a difference for the planet and the ultimate goal of stopping wars and creating peace. When financial 

pressures are abated, humanity will understand the urgency of coming together to overcome our 

differences & work together for a common cause, our Earth. When we are not against the systems that are 

not working, but "for" co-creating those that do, our energy & resources will be focused on creating a 



system that works. Women are the catalyst, the caretakers, & once self-sufficient, WE will focus on 

helping each other, this is what WE call a WIN / WIN, where working & playing together WE all WIN. 

Branding is Evidence of Effectiveness 

International Coops, affiliate networks, partnerships, joint ventures & any and all other such 
alliances and collaborations have been used in the past and can better be used to successfully serve 
society at large in the future. By gathering all of those (billions) that are working towards global 
goals, and use the success of media, crowdfunding WIN Coin, and all such digital tokens & coins, WE 
WIN by working together to create & fund our sustainable future. By gathering, educating, 
informing & uniting billions of people around the world, the WE WIN brand intends to solve the 
current impact of the 1% being fed by the 99%, giving the POWER BACK TO THE PEOPLE: PLANET 
POWER, WOMEN POWER, PLANT POWER, etc. What they all need is media outreach & money. WE 
intend to give them this via... a global collective of media makers getting their HOW TO messages 
out to the world, a global Uber of Fundraising & Investing platform, and a global coop that works 
together to co-create a new shared economy. It is always challenging to have nonprofits work 
together, it is challenging to have people & countries work together. The "carrot" that they all relate 
to is currency, fuel that they need to survive day to day.  The only way that people will put their 
focus on the Earth's needs is if their day to day needs are met first. WE must have them become 
abundant based upon their actions of working together for a common cause. WE WIN when WE do 
this for our children & grandchildren.  Through WE WIN branding of cryptocurrencies, WE all WIN. 

Previous Performance 

Joya Comeaux, founder of the Family of Light World Peace Ministries (FOL) managed a $150M Portfolio; Hired & Trained 300 

Employees; Certified Film Producer & Screenwriter; Creates Radio & TV Shows; Works with a number of media makers; 

Entrepreneurs and great Networkers, has Organizational and Management Skills,  and the energy, passion & ability to Ignite and 

activate a global call to women around the world to come together for investing in their future and peace, sustainability & 

abundance for all.  WIN Coin shall be a way for women to begin to prosper and reclaim their own sovereignty. There just needs 

to be a Women.Fund campaign that gathers them together in a focused business incubator for education, job creation and 

investing. Once this is achieved on a small scale, this effort can be accomplished on a very large scale as well. It is just a matter 

of gathering the same type of analogy = 300 women (employees as chapters or circles in each country or region) that then hire or 

gather 300 more in their areas of the world, etc. and before you know it, you will have billions of women as WE WIN members.  

The Team 

Team Purpose  
WE.NET, WOMENINTERNATIONAL.NET (WIN), WIN COIN, WOMEN.FUND, WOMENS.DIRECTORY, WE WIN 

MARKETPLACE, AND WORLDPEACEPRODUCTIONS.ORG, will all be managed by the WE WIN media consortium, 

created by WE founder, Rick Ulfik, with 10+ years of WE THE WORLD nonprofit and global social justice & sustainability & 

WIN founder, Joya Comeaux, with 10+ years in corporate finance, media, magazine, TV & film production. digital currency, 

women's circles, events, networking, hiring, management & training of 300+ employees, $150M portfolio, world traveled & 

global women outreach. WorldPeaceProductions.org a collective of web designers, film & media producers with hundreds of 

years of experience in film, video production, advertising, global events, magazines, TV, radio, documentaries, peace activism & 

grassroots efforts. All resources shall be brought together to showcase an online WE WIN live global broadcast launch fundraiser 

for WIN COIN Women.Fund for women & entrepreneurs, and for donors to invest in our WE WIN nonprofit endowment fund. 

Team Structure  
WE WIN brand is managed by a consortium of WomenInCrypto.net organizers and fundraisers.  Signature responsibility for all 

global contracts for global fundraising campaigns, branding, sustainable farming projects, renewable energy, social justice, and 

monitoring of WE social responsibility outcomes shall be under the nonprofit umbrella of WE THE WORLD, i.e. WE.NET. 

WorldPeaceProductions.org is responsible for the management of all members, employees, consultants & volunteers dedicated to 

the global performance & outcomes of this grant, including WomenInternational.Net, Womens.Directory, Women.Fund, & 

resulting World Peace Media Centers. WomenInCrypto.net shall be responsible for monitoring detailed blockchain operations of 

WIN Coin & facilitation of CoffeeTalk.co “Let’s Talk Crypto,” “Visual Voices,” “CryptosGotTalent.com,” & TELL A VISION 

Television Media Campaign: What if it was a Women's World?  Sponsored by the WE WIN brand of coop team members. 


